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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to analyze the influence of the quality of tax service, and strict of tax punishment to increase tax revenue Tax Article 21. Independent variables in this research is the quality of tax service, and strict of tax punishment while the dependent variable is increase tax revenue Tax Article 21. This research used primary data with distributing questionnaires. Questionnaires were distributed as many as 91 pieces to individual tax player in KPP Pratama Soreang, and questionnaires were processed as many as 77 pieces. Research sampling were taken by convenience sampling method. Statistical analysis using multiple linear regression. The result of this research showed that the quality of tax service, and strict of tax punishment are affect but not significant to increase tax revenue Tax Article 21 in KPP Pratama Soreang.

Keywords: The quality of tax service, strict of tax punishment, increase tax revenue Tax Article 21.
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